
Minerva Grand Assurance
stay safe & secure



Your safety is our top most

priority. We at Minerva

Grand are trained and

updated to the latest

Covid-19 health and

sanitation

guidelines by WHO, FSSAI

and FHRAI.



You can book us on www.minervahotels.in and avail the best

discounted rates.

For pre-booked Guests, all check-in formalities should be

completed online to reduce contact and time at the front

desk.

Booking 



We ensure the driver is wearing protective gear

such as mask, gloves etc.

The car will be disinfected with every arrival.

Cars are equipped with sanitizers and driver

shield.

If assistance with luggage is required, the driver

will disinfect the luggage and assist you with the

same.

Transportation



Mandatory temperature checks at entrance.

Guests running a temperature more than 98.6° F

will be politely asked to return or directed to the

closest hospital/medical facility.

We shall be disinfecting and cleaning your

luggage on arrival.

Masks and gloves are available to be purchased

upon request.

Arrival



CHECKING-IN SAFE AND SOUND

For you:

We urge you to follow the floor markings to maintain social distance while waiting to check-in at  the front desk.

Kindly fill in self-declaration forms upon arrival.This will help us identify people who visited Red 

Zones in the last 14 days.

As far as possible please make use of the online payment facility available at the front

desk.  We have hand sanitizers placed at all key points in the hotel, please make use of them.

We request you to maintain a social distance of 6 feet always.

  Other safety measures:

Guests arriving from restricted countries or regions, will be allowed to check-in first, to ensure  that they don’t spend much time

at the front desk.

We have temporarily stopped newspaper delivery to the room, kindly Dial 5 for newspapers to  be delivered or for online

newspapers.

To ensure social distancing and minimal contact we have temporarily suspended baggage  assistance and room escorting. If you

require baggage assistance, it will be brought in a separate  lift

and left outside your allotted room.



To ensure Social Distancing norms, we

allocate alternate rooms or leave two rooms

vacant in between, based on occupancy

levels.

We ensure our Housekeeping Associates on

the floor are wearing safety gear and PPE

while handling linen and supplies.

Sanitizers are provided at regular intervals

on the floor.

Room linen will be changed once in two

days or ONLY on request; no turn down

services to facilitate minimal contact.

Guest Rooms



·Stewards will preferably not enter the

room and place the food at the door to avoid

physical contact with guest.

· For clearance, guests are requested to

keep the tray outside and same to be informed

to Room Service.

·You may dial 7 incase of any

in room dining orders or clearance.

In-Room Dining



All touch points such as floor & other area of

the elevators are sanitized regularly.

Elevator floors have markings with directions,

so that guests do not face each other and

maintain Social Distancing.

Installed hand sanitizer dispensers on every

floor.

All rooms are quarantined for 48 hours after

guest departure and then deep cleaned for

maximum safety.

Housekeeping



•We have reduced number of tables to maintain Social

Distancing norms.

•We serve TDH or 'a la carte’ menu –Staff are trained for minimal

contact/communication during service.

•Disposable napkins, plates and cutlery is available on request.

•All cutleries and crockeries are sanitised with 1% sodium

hypochlorate solutionand cleaned to assure safety standards.

•Temporarily we have stopped buffet service.

•We encourage digital payment for all your bills.

•Disposable menus and QR code scan option of menus is

available.

Dine-In



Operational kitchens are sanitized at regular

intervals.

Limit the number of staff to the minimum required.

Body temperature of staff are checked regularly.

Staff wear disposable masks, gloves, hair nets and

all other safety gear. 

We ensure proper cleaning of vegetables, meats

and all other materials required in the kitchens. We

use approved sanitizing agents to disinfect.

We follow FSSAI norms.

Staff Screening



We request you to please follow the floor

markings to maintain social  distancing while

waiting to check-out, at the front desk.

Kindly make use of the online payment

facility available at the front desk.

Advise the Guests to inform their check-out plans 30 minutes in advance so that bills can

be made ready, use e-check out by emailing the bill & accepting online payments.

We sanitise the credit/debit card, after taking it & before returning it. 

Provide sanitizers and other swabs in case the Guest requires.

Guest departure/ Checkout



Thank You


